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OWNER'S MANUAL

ML-7H LCD monitor

ML-7H

front button panel

LCD Monitor
Product description

The ML-7H monitors are LCD monitor specifically designed
for video surveillance applications where a small monitor
is required. They are suitable for mounting on bracket or
flush mounting and are ideal for installation on vehicles.

Package Contents

Monitor-based collection and bracket
for cable connections
Infrared remote control
sun protection

Brightness - (minus key)
Menu
Brightness + (plus key)
Power button
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3

Using the Monitor

Press the power button (4) to turn the monitor. Press the
CH1 / CH2 / CH3 (5/6/7) to view the video input 1, 2 or 3.
Press the MENU button (2) to enter the programming.

Configuration Menu

compatible cameras

The monitor is compatible with all analog cameras in
traditional CVBS format. In addition you can also connect
analog cameras into high resolution AHD 720P and 1080P.

Connections

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The monitor is provided with a connecting cable to
connect to the connector that protrudes from the monitor
itself.
At the other end of the cable connects the 12VDC power
supply (to the black cable connects the negative and the
red positive).
The monitor is equipped with 3 female RCA video inputs
for connecting max. 3 cameras. The monitor can show a
single screen camera at a time, which can be selected
with the front panel.
There are also 3 colored cables (one per channel). Each of
these, if connected to positive 12VDC brings full-screen on
the corresponding channel monitor. This is useful to
change the shot without pressing any button; for
example, when switching from normal driving to the
reverse. In vehicles the 12VDC signal can be taken from
the middle of the unit.

Press the MENU button to access the programming menu.
The factory-set language is English. And 'possible to select
the Italian language by pressing 2 times the menu key
and 6 times the + button.
Use these buttons:
MENU: Allows you to access the menu and browse
programming sections
CH1 / CH2 / CH3: once sectioned the desired section,
pressing the channel button on which there is located you
can scroll through the entries
KEYS +/-: to select a section of the menu and to change a
parameter
In the programming menu you can set the BRIGHTNESS ',
CONTRAST, SATURATION, the FLIP (FEATURE ROLLOVER
IMAGE / MIRROR), the LANGUAGE and reset the factory
settings in the RESET using the +/- buttons

Bracket

The special jointed bracket of ML-7H monitor allows
mounting on any surface without the need for additional
accessories.
If necessary, it is possible to remove the bracket if you
prefer flush mounting surface.
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